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Nonlocal interactions play a prominent role in the optics of inhomogeneous systems. Classical
discrete dipole descriptions take into account only electro-magnetic nonlocality. This is insufficient
to describe correctly the inhomogeneous optical response ~e.g., reflectance anisotropy! for
covalently bonded systems like semiconductor surfaces. For those systems also a prominent
quantum mechanical nonlocality exists. In a cellular description this can be understood easily from
the behavior of the wave function. For strongly bonded systems the wave function extends across
cell boundaries and when cells are polarized, neighboring cells get polarized as well. This quantum
induction introduces nonlocal polarizabilities in the description. The technical details how discrete
dipole models have to be adapted to use nonlocal polarizabilities in finite systems and crystalline
slabs and surfaces are given in this paper. The modified method is called discrete cellular method.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1423660#I. INTRODUCTION
Detection of surface chemical reactions can be achieved
with monolayer and lower sensitivity using special optical
techniques such as differential ellipsometry. Controlled use
of this technique requires understanding of the behavior of
light in the outermost monolayers of a surface. This repre-
sents a very important, but also very difficult theoretical
problem and is a clear example of inhomogeneous optics.
This paper will show how this class of problems can be dealt
with using discrete methods. The consistent use of a discrete
description for chemical or physical problems leaves out the
treatment of space as a whole. Instead it requires a well-
defined scheme for the subdivision of space. Familiar con-
cepts like atoms or molecules are classical examples of such
subdivision schemes. A subdivision needs a specification of
the subvolumes or cells, and obviously, those cells have to be
disjunct and should cover whole space. For diluted gases it is
not necessary to know the cells in detail, but for fluids and
solids we need to specify accurately how the cells are cho-
sen. Concepts like atomic valence ~or equivalently charge!
are typical examples of cellular quantities in chemistry. For
the static case these concepts have been treated thoroughly
and in detail by Bader.1 A cellular subdivision also underlies
one of the classical models used in optics, the discrete dipole
model. All concepts used in this model, polarizability, dipole
strength or local field, are actually cellular quantities. Details
about this description can be found in text books.2
The best known result of discrete dipole modeling is the
familiar Lorentz–Lorenz expression, which relates the de-
scription based on polarizability of discrete dipoles and the
continuum description based on the dielectric constant. How-
ever, this model presupposes a homogeneous isotropic bulk,3280021-9606/2002/116(1)/328/14/$19.00
Downloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject towhere the short-range electromagnetic interactions cancel on
symmetry grounds. For ~strongly! inhomogeneous systems,
such as surfaces, these short-range interactions are essential
and become experimentally accessible. It is well known that
classical discrete dipole models have poor performance for
inhomogeneous systems, other than ionic solids, like alkali
halogenides, or the weakly bonded solid argon.
The failure of the discrete dipole description for systems
with stronger bonding, such as semiconductor surfaces, has
to be ascribed primarily to the assumption that cells can be
polarized independently from each other. This assumption is
common in all discrete dipole descriptions, and those finite
systems which obey this assumption, can be treated directly
with it. Infinite systems like the ~idealized! bulk or semi-
infinite ones ~which include the surfaces or interfaces in the
description! cannot be treated easily. Those can only be
handled if they are crystalline, allowing the use of transla-
tional symmetry. Discrete dipole descriptions for both bulk
and surface systems of crystalline composition have been
treated extensively in the literature.3–8
In classical discrete dipole theory the state of polariza-
tion of a cell depends only on the ~local! electric field in the
cell. This linear process is called induction, having as con-
stant of proportionality the polarizability of the cell. In this
paper we want to go beyond the assumption of independently
polarizable cells. The only possible physical meaning of be-
ing dependent is that the polarization of a cell also influences
the polarization of other cells. Why this occurs can be eluci-
dated in a number of ways. The simplest and also most trans-
parent way to make this influence clear is by looking at the
behavior of the wave function. We pointed out that because
of the discrete description itself, space has to be subdivided© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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yond the cell boundary and will exist in more than one cell
only. Now if the state of polarization of a cell is going to
change, this is only possible when the wave function inside
that particular cell changes. If, however, the cell also has a
boundary intersecting the wave function, the neighboring
cell has to change its wave function too. This occurs, because
the wave function has to be continuous and differentiable at
the cell boundary. So the polarization of the neighboring cell
has to change as well. We will call this extra ~quantum me-
chanical! contribution to the state of polarization quantum
induction. One can account for this quantum induction by
making use of a nonlocal polarizability.
Although the possibility of a nonlocal polarizability can
be made clear using very basic arguments, there are only few
references in the literature9 about its possible use within a
discrete description. If the wave functions of the system are
contained entirely within the cells, there is no quantum in-
duction and the familiar description using local polarizabil-
ities can be used. Then the system obeys a classical discrete
dipole description. When these effects cannot be neglected,
we will call the method discrete cellular. If we mention
‘‘nonlocal’’ in this paper without further details, we will
mean nonlocal in the quantum induction sense.
The first successful results obtained by means of the dis-
crete cellular method ~DCM! have been for the anisotropic
reflectance ~RAS! frame GaAs ~110! surfaces and have been
published by us.10 This paper contains both the general lay-
out of the method and the results for the GaAs ~110! case,
including a comparison with experimental data. DCM con-
sists of two separate parts: a modification of the discrete
dipole method ~DDM!, such that it can handle nonlocal po-
larizabilities, and a quantum mechanical derivation of the
nonlocal polarizabilities themselves. The present paper pre-
sents the detailed derivation of the first part, the adaptation of
the discrete dipole method, the results of which have been
outlined already in Ref. 10. The derivation of the nonlocal
polarizabilities has been the subject of the thesis of one of
the authors.11
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
treat nonlocal induction, starting from a general continuum
description. So polarization induces electric fields according
to Eq. ~6! and electric fields induce polarization according to
Eq. ~14!. These continuum equations are discretized using a
division of the total volume occupied by matter, V0 , into
cells Vi . This discretization gives rise to the local field and
cell polarizability, underlying DDM. The same discretization
also gives rise to the average field and quantum mechanical
nonlocal polarizability underlying DCM.
In Sec. III the induction mechanisms introduced in Sec.
II are applied to finite systems represented by clusters of
dipoles. Clusters build the easiest case and their scheme of
solution is representative for the other cases.
Section IV has been included to show where the place is
within the present nonlocal treatment of the generally used
Lorentz–Lorenz relation.
Sections V and VI belong closely together since they
treat infinite systems. Only infinite systems, obeying transla-
tional symmetry, can be treated rigorously. Parallel transla-Downloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject totional symmetry, as results for crystalline planes obeying Eq.
~39!, holds in both sections. With this kind of symmetry only,
slabs can be treated already, since they consist of a finite
number of planes.
Most of the complexity of the present paper goes to Sec.
VI, where semi-infinite crystalline systems are treated. These
systems have to obey the parallel translational symmetry of
Sec. V, but employ in top of that also symmetry in a direction
perpendicular to the planes. This bulk symmetry starts to
become prominent only a relatively short distance below the
surface and allows for a description of the bulk response by
means of normal modes. The successful matching, including
the full twofold nonlocality, of these normal modes to the
outermost layer containing the surface itself, is the main
achievement of this paper.
II. NONLOCAL INDUCTION
Under the conditions mentioned in the introduction, the
basics of the discrete cellular method can be given. The treat-
ment of the electromagnetic fields is exactly the same as for
the discrete dipole method. It means that we exploit the con-
tinuity equations for charges and currents to replace both by
a continuum polarization ~density! field P and simulta-
neously we will use the Lorentz gauge to replace the scalar
potential f and vector potential A by the Hertz potential Z.12
















E dr8 eikur– r8u
ur2r8u
P~r8!, ~2!
where k5v/c . From the Hertz potential all other fields and
potentials can be derived. The vector potential A is the po-
tential commonly used in existing quantum mechanical per-
turbation theories. This vector potential and the scalar poten-









Here the upper T represents the transpose of a vector. When
a transposed vector is followed by a second vector the nota-
tion implies the scalar product. If an upper T vector has been
preceded by a second vector, the notation implies a direct
product. The notation is particularly useful in discrete dipole
theory, when applied to triple products of the kind (a, b, c
arbitrary vectors!:
a~bTc!5~abT!c. ~4! AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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field and the influence of magnetic fields B can be neglected.
Hence it suffices to indicate how electric fields E have to be










If we combine Eqs. ~2! and ~5! we find the general solution








Here 1I is the unit tensor and tI the transfer kernel, describing
the full nonlocal retarded electromagnetic interactions. ~Note
that in Ref. 10 we used the symbol f for the transfer kernel,
but we want to reserve this symbol in this paper for the




Until here we have only used a continuum description. Dis-
cretization of the continuum equations yields the discrete
dipole and discrete cellular descriptions. Discretization con-
cerns primarily Eq. ~6!. When space is subdivided into N
subvolumes Vi , we can apply the discrete dipole approxima-


















N Vi is the total volume occupied by the sys-
tem. The pj are the dipole strengths of the system. The issue
of how to choose the cell coordinate ri and how to define the
cell boundaries will not be treated here. In all practical cal-
culations, which we have performed by means of the discrete
cellular method, our choice has been such that each dipole
corresponds to exactly one atom and the nuclear coordinate
of that atom has been used as the cell coordinate. The cell
itself has been of Voronoi type, which means that the interior
of the cell belonging to nuclear coordinate ri , consists of all
points which are closer to this coordinate than to any other
nuclear coordinate rj . So the emphasis of the discrete cellu-
lar method is on the one atom/one dipole assignment. This
choice is considered to be an optimum choice, but has turnedDownloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject toout to be problematic for semiconductor systems13 when us-
ing the traditional discrete dipole treatment. As mentioned,
cells are also used in chemistry,1 but the shape is different
from the one used by us.
A. Intracellular issues
We will have to approximate the contribution of the po-
larization density of a cell, say i, to the electric field inside
the cell itself. This contribution is given by the second term





Two alternative choices can be made to approximate EIntra .
We either calculate the cell average of the field of a point
dipole that is placed in the center ri of the cell, or we use the
~constant! field in this cell when we assume that the polar-









dr9 tI~ri2r9!pi . ~10!
When the cells are cubic or spherical, this field is equal to the
static Lorentz field. The second choice is better calculated
directly using methods of electrostatics and yields the same





Equivalence of these two extreme alternatives provides us
with some confidence in the approximations made. From
practice we have learned that the energy balance can only be
retained when radiation losses are taken into account. This is








We use this approximation of the intracellular field EIntra at
the cellular coordinate ri to define the intracellular transfer
tensor tii according to
EIntra~ri!5 tIiipi
~13!
tIii5 13e0 F2 1Vi 1 ik
3
2pG 1I.
The two Lorentz fields have been studied extensively in the
literature. There are studies going beyond the point dipole
approximation14 and also the reaction field is still of
interest.15 AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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quantum induction
The coupling of the polarization to the electric fields can
only be done properly at a microscopic continuum level and
is controlled by the nonlocal susceptibility kernel x(r,r8):
P~r!5E dr8xJ~r,r8!E~r8!. ~14!
It is this susceptibility which has a direct connection to ~mi-
croscopic! quantum mechanical descriptions, as shown in




dr8E dr9xJ~r8,r9!E~r9!. ~15!Downloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject toThis expression can be discretized in a way similar to the
discretization of the electric field:
pi’(j aJ i j







where the quantum mechanical nonlocal polarizability aqm
gets introduced. With the only purpose to illustrate use in








D G . ~17!This rather tutorial expression results from a highly simpli-
fied derivation ~see Ref. 16! for a single electron system and
comes close to the paramagnetic term in Eq. ~4.1! of Ref. 11.
It can be extended for many electron systems,11 by replacing
the index 0 by a summation over all occupied levels m. Then
the quasienergies En and effective one particle wave func-
tions fn , from any modern electronic structure program ~in-
cluding band structure programs! can be used. Our calcula-
tions hitherto have all been of this type. As far as time
dependence is concerned this means that technically the
present DCM calculations have been of RPA or time-
dependent Hartree type. Expression ~17! is usable for all ma-
terials apart from metals. In principle it should hold also for
metals, but for metals the range of quantum mechanical non-
locality is expected to be too large to allow for the direct
treatment given in this paper. Pay particular attention to the
interplay of the two volumes Vi and V j and the spatial be-
havior of the wave functions fn . A nonzero result will be
obtained for iÞ j when the quantum induction criteria eluci-
dated in the introduction will be met. Finally all quantum
induction requires from the wave function, is that it is con-
tinuous and differentiable, hence it is a very basic property.
The use of nonlocal susceptibilities is known from
literature17 for already a long time. However, in this paper
the emphasis is on how nonlocal polarizabilities affect the
optical response of surfaces and inhomogeneous systems in
general. The average electric field EAv is defined as





tIj j85 tI~rj2rj8!,where now also the intercellular transfer tensors tj j8 have
been defined. The common explicit expression for these in-





















D 1IG ~ jÞ j8!. ~19!
From here we will refer to both types ~intra- and intercellu-
lar! commonly as transfer tensors. The definitions for the
nonlocal induction @Eq. ~16!# and the corresponding defini-
tion for the average electric field @Eq. ~18!# are the key equa-
tions underlying the discrete cellular method ~DCM!.
In DDM the cells can only be polarized independently.
DCM accounts for the quantum induction phenomenon ex-
plained in the introduction. It will also cause neighboring
cells to get polarized nonlocally. So the dipole strength of a
cell will also depend on the perturbing fields in neighboring
cells. All neighboring cell contributions need to be added.
Quantum induction is nothing else but a physically transpar-
ent way to explain the action of nonlocal susceptibility in a
cellular description. The second index j of the nonlocal po-
larizability in Eq. ~16! is crucial then. Summation over this
index gives the total influence of induction on site i. At first
glance this builds only a minor correction of the classical
discrete dipole scheme. In practice however the conse-
quences are major. Nonlocal polarizabilities cannot be de-
duced from experimental data, but can only be obtained
through explicit calculation, as will be shown in a forthcom-
ing paper.11 Furthermore nonlocal polarizabilities turn out to
have little influence on homogeneous bulk properties, but
they have a decisive influence on inhomogeneous
properties.10 AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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For reasons of compatibility with generally accepted de-
scriptions, like the classical discrete dipole method, we have
to introduce and discuss the local field ELoc . The definition is
ELoc,i5EExt,i1(jÞ1
N
tIi jpj . ~20!
It is trivial to see that this field and the average field are
related as
EAv, j5ELoc, j1 tIj jpj . ~21!
We need the local field, because the classical discrete dipole
method, upon which much commonly used expressions are
based, expresses induction in a different way:
pi5aJ icellELoc,i . ~22!
In DDM the polarizability is always local ~hence it can do
with a single index! and it has been given the label ‘‘cell,’’
since it incorporates everything taking place inside the cell.
Both in DCM and DDM cells can be chosen freely. In prac-
tice however cells in DDM mostly contain several atoms and
the optimum choice for DCM involves cells containing only
one atom. This poses restrictions if we want to compare
DDM and DCM results, which becomes necessary if we
have to compare the results with experimental data. Com-
parison is only possible if we use a restricted kind of DCM
applicable for local cases only:
pi5aJ iiqmEAv,i . ~23!
This local kind of DCM may contain several atoms per cell.
A combination of Eqs. ~22!, ~23!, and ~21! @multiply Eqs.
~22!, ~23! by the inverse polarizability and subtract# yields
the following important relation between both kinds of po-
larizability:
t6ii5~aJ iqm!212~aJ iicell!21. ~24!
Measured data are always related to cell polarizabilities and
calculated data are related to quantum mechanical polariz-
abilities. Either when using gas-phase data or bulk data ob-
tained by means of Lorentz–Lorenz, this correspondence
needs to be checked prior to use.
If induction is nonlocal according to Eq. ~16! and we use
the average field expression @Eq. ~18!# we are dealing with a
discrete cellular description. If we combine the local field
expression @Eq. ~20!# with the local induction @Eq. ~22!#, we
have the classical discrete dipole description. Quantum in-
duction effects introduce through the nonlocal polarizabil-
ities a second ~quantum mechanical! kind of nonlocality
competing with the previous electric kind of nonlocality, the
local field effect of classical DDM. DCM accounts for the
electric nonlocality by means of the average electric field and
this nonlocality becomes interwoven with the quantum me-
chanical nonlocality stemming from quantum induction ef-
fects. As a result the concept of a local field effect as a stand
alone phenomenon is no longer meaningful. For the same
reason there is also no such thing as a ‘‘local field correc-Downloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject totion.’’ Correction would mean that the effect is small and can
be separated from the rest of the interactions, but this is not
the case.
Discrete methods are by their very nature always ap-
proximate. The main load of this approximation goes to the
intracellular part of the treatment. There in particular the
approximation is quite drastic. Nonetheless the results are far
better than may have been anticipated, as we have shown in
Ref. 10. For the case of GaAs treated in Ref. 10, we focused
on surface contributions and we used only a correction of the
intracellular transfer tensor of a few % to obtain optimal
agreement for the bulk response. The agreement with the
experimental reflectance anisotropy was very good, better
than for other methods applied to this case. This confirms the
validity of the approximations made. Contrary to traditional
quantum mechanical treatments of optical properties ~RPA,
GW, BSE!, where the emphasis is on the correct energetic
location of features, DCM focuses in the first place on cor-
rect intensities of those same features.
Until here we have used the concept of a cell to give the
physical basis of the dipole strength pi and cellular polariz-
ability. In the remainder of this paper only dipole strengths
and polarizabilities will be used and we will not need this
cell concept anymore. All cells used hereafter, will be collec-
tions ~mathematical sets! of discrete dipoles.
III. CLUSTERS
In general the equations governing both discrete dipole
and discrete cellular calculations result in a single linear sys-
tem of equations to be solved. This system can always be
written as a matrix equation and, although the form of these
equations is not unique, in practice only two types have
shown to be really useful. Both representations need com-
posite vectors and matrices. The composite vector uPu has 3N
components, taken from the N normal vectors pi as:
P3~ i21 !1j5pij , ~25!
where j51,2,3 are Cartesian directions. Hereafter any quan-
tity uPu will refer to a composite vector only. In a similar
fashion we define the composite matrix M from its constitu-
ent 333 subtensors mi j through:
M3~ i21 !1j ,3~ j21 !1h5mI i j ,jh , j ,h51,2,3. ~26!
Rather than using this lengthy expression we will use the
following shortcut notation ~square brackets point to a block
part of the matrix!:
@M# i j5mI i j . ~27!
The shortcut has exactly the same meaning as Eq. ~26!. So
sans serif capitals will refer in this paper to composite ma-
trices. Now we can define for DCM the matrices A and T by:
@A# i j5aJ i jqm ,
~28!
@T# i j5 tIi j .
A visualization of this polarizability matrix A is shown in
Fig. 1 together with the comparable DDM polarizability ma-
trix composed of local cell polarizabilities. This figure shows
one of the most significant differences between the two AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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shown. It contains nonzero block diagonals, and the rest of
the matrix is empty. The DCM polarizability matrix shown in
the right panel is in general full. Now Eqs. ~16! and ~18!
need to be combined, yielding the most general description





It requires only minor reorganization to see that we need to
solve only a single matrix equation, to arrive at the solution
of the source terms pi :
@12AT#uPu5AuEExtu ~30!
and its solution, which can be obtained using standard linear
algebra routines, can formally be written as
uPu5@12AT#21AuEExtu. ~31!
Once we have solved for the source terms pi , we still do not
have measurable quantities. Those are invariably related to
the remote field ERem that is produced by the system of di-
poles and which is given for a remote point R by
FIG. 1. The local and nonlocal polarizability matrices. The local matrix has
nonzero elements only in the diagonal blocks. The nonlocal matrix is com-









Here tIR is the remote propagator of the system.
In principle the Eqs. ~31! and ~32! govern the optical
response of an arbitrary cluster of dipoles and these are solv-
able as long as the size is finite ~in practice: as long as the
computer can handle it!. In general however also ~semi!-
infinite systems need to be treated, e.g., for the optical reflec-
tion problem. As mentioned already, such systems can tradi-
tionally only be solved if they obey parallel translational
symmetry, which requires the use of special techniques.
IV. STATIC CRYSTALLINE BULK
The nonlocal equivalent of the Lorentz–Lorenz relation
requires analysis of a bulk system of dipoles having cubic
symmetry and subject to a uniform and static electric field
~the full theory given in Sec. VI is dynamical and holds for
any crystalline system, including systems which need to be
described in a continuum approach by means of an aniso-
tropic bulk dielectric constant!. A proper treatment of this
case is necessary, since it enables comparison with experi-
mental bulk optical data. The DDM treatment of this case
results in the traditional Lorentz–Lorenz expression:
S e21e12 D5 aB3VWSe0 , ~33!
where VWS is the volume of the translationally invariant unit
cell ~or Wigner–Seitz cell! and e is the relative bulk dielec-
tric constant. It has the common meaning, defined by
^P&5~e21 !e0^E& , ~34!
where ^P& is the macroscopic ~average! polarization and ^E&
the macroscopic ~average! electric field from the macro-
scopic Maxwell equations. Equation ~33! enables us to relate
the dielectric constant, measured in a traditional way, to the
~experimental! polarizability aB . This aB is the cell polariz-
ability of the Wigner–Seitz cell.
To compare this local polarizability aB , related to a
single dipole description ~Lorentz–Lorenz!, with a DCM de-
rived local polarizability we need a single cell ~Wigner–Seitz
unit cell! description, as explained in the previous section.
Also here the dipole strengths and average electric fields will
be the same everywhere as in the Lorentz–Lorenz treatment.
Suppose we focus upon an arbitrary dipole and give its site
the index 0, then the first result of this ~static! symmetry is
EAv, j5EAv,0 , ~35!
where j is now an arbitrary cell index. If we apply this
knowledge to Eq. ~16!, we find immediately that AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp





This bulk polarizability aJBqm is equivalent to the local polar-
izability in a local description such as Lorentz–Lorenz. This
allows us to use the correspondence ~24! to derive the ~the-
oretical! cell polarizability:
aJBcell5@~aJBqm!212 tIii#21. ~37!
For an isotropic bulk system the trace average of this theo-
retical cell polarizability should be comparable to the experi-
mental bulk polarizability aB obtained from Eq. ~33!. The
degree of agreement is a test for the DCM description in
bulk.
In actual DCM calculations we have used more atoms
in the Wigner–Seitz cell, each atom having its own cell.
As shown in Ref. 10, we can still use the same technique
to compare theoretical and experimental polarizabilities,




3Tr(i , j aJ i j
qm ~38!
and use them as the diagonal components of an effective
aJBcell . ~This diagonal value is the a Iso from Ref. 11.! Since
quantum mechanical nonlocal and local behavior cannot be
distinguished in a system of bulk cubic symmetry, it is im-
possible to learn about nonlocality from the Lorentz–Lorenz
rule. To study nonlocal behavior requires the study of
~strongly! inhomogeneous systems, such as surfaces or of
spatial dispersion phenomena in the bulk.18,19
V. PARALLEL TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY
In this section we will treat systems of lower symmetry
than the idealized bulk. The description of the dynamic re-
sponse of a crystalline surface needs the use of parallel trans-
lational symmetry. We can always compose such systems
starting from regular lattice planes spanned by
sn1 ,n25n1s11n2s2 . ~39!
Here s1 and s2 are the two planar basis vectors and each
sn1 ,n2 corresponds to a cell/nuclear coordinate. For reasons
of brevity we will always represent the pair (n1 ,n2) by a
single generalized index l. For a static uniform external elec-
tric field each site within the plane will be identical. When
the system gets exposed to an external field of plane wave
type as given by Eq. ~7!, the situation becomes quite differ-
ent. There will be a phase difference between the response of
a site at sl and a site at the origin which is the same as the
phase difference of the external field between the same two





where ki is the projection of the incoming wave vector k
onto the plane and k’ the component normal to the plane.
This is the central equation governing parallel translationalDownloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject tosymmetry in crystalline lattices and we emphasize its gener-
ality. In discrete dipole theory this symmetry is applied to the
dipole strength p only. The discrete cellular method applies
this relation to both the dipole strength p and the average
field EAv .
A. Slabs
The translational symmetry relation enables us to treat
slab-type systems of infinite extent in the lateral direction,
when composed of crystalline lattice planes of the type de-
scribed above. Different from the discrete dipole case, where
we have applied the symmetry rule ~40! only to local field
expression ~20!, we have to apply this rule for the discrete
cellular case also to the induction expression ~16!. We start













The following has been done. We select in each plane having
capital index I, the O-site and call this the characteristic site
with the corresponding characteristic dipole pI . Then we
collect the fields caused by the dipoles of the system by first
summing within the planes using parallel translational sym-
metry and then summing over all planes. In this first summa-
tion the characteristic dipole can be taken outside and it suf-
fices for the remainder to consider characteristic sites only.
The situation is shown in Fig. 2. Now we can reorganize the













sl tIIIl , intraplanar.
The tensor quantities fIIJ and fIII are the inter- and intraplanar
transfer tensors and have been studied by Litzman,5,6 by
us,7,8 and several other authors. The transfer tensors provide
the main components of the treatment of ~semi!-infinite di-
pole lattices.
FIG. 2. Two planes of interacting dipoles. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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is common to both the discrete dipole and the discrete cellu-
lar treatments. A parallel translational symmetry treatment of
the induction rule however, is required only for the discrete
cellular method which distinguishes it from the former. We















aJ IJlqmeikiTslGEAv,J , ~44!
where EAv,J is the average field at the characteristic site J.








where aJPl is the planar polarizability.
The most remarkable result of nonlocality is the
k-dependent planar polarizability as given in Eq. ~45!. As
before, because of the parallel translational symmetry, each
plane can be characterized completely by its characteristic
site. Then it is also convenient to consider the characteristic
index only and replace the capital index by a more common
lower case index. As a result the description for an arbitrary
crystalline slab of dipoles becomes identical to the descrip-
tion of an arbitrary cluster of dipoles, but with the constraint
that the dipoles can only be located inside the parallel trans-
lational unit cell. The only visible difference is in the re-
placement of the dipole-dipole transfer tensors ti j by the in-
terplanar transfer tensors fi j and a corresponding replacement
of polarizabilities by planar polarizabilities.
So we define again a polarizability matrix A and a trans-
fer tensor matrix F by
@A# i j5aJ i jPl~k!,
~46!
@F# i j5 fIi j~k!.
This yields the general description for an arbitrary crystalline
slab system for the discrete cellular method. We only need to
solve the matrix equation:
@12AF#uPu5AuEExtu ~47!
to arrive at the solution of the source terms pi which has to
be obtained from
uPu5@12AF#21AuEExtu. ~48!
This equation is suited for slabs, but is still not adequate to
deal with semi-infinite systems directly.
VI. SEMI-INFINITE CRYSTALLINE SYSTEMS
Using the same parallel translational symmetry, as used
for slabs, semi-infinite crystalline systems can also be
treated. A considerable increment in complexity, however, isDownloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject tothe price which has to be paid to make this step. The easiest
way to see what it is all about, is to start from the slab of the
previous section and to put a purely crystalline bulk, obeying
the same parallel translational symmetry, underneath. As we
will see, it is possible to describe the optical response of this
added bulk part by means of so-called normal modes @Eq.
~52!#. Although it requires a separate calculation @Eq. ~66!# to
find these normal modes, their use enables the description of
the bulk response by, in general, only two complex numbers.
Normal modes completely replace the dielectric constant to
describe the bulk optical response. The strength of the
method is that it makes a direct link between the microscopic
~nonlocal! polarizabilities and the remote optical response,
like reflected intensity. From the numerical point of view the
bulk behaves as a minor continuation of the surface. A pre-
requirement to use the normal modes as outlined here, is that
the part of the slab which faces the bulk, needs to be of the
same geometry and constitution as the bulk. This part func-
tions as a matching layer ~the bulklike surface layer of Fig.
4!.
This describes in short the double cell technique, intro-
duced by us originally for local ~DDM! descriptions.8 As a
guidance tool a flow diagram of the method is given in Fig.
3. The effectiveness of this technique is due to the remnant
periodicity along the surface normal some distance below the
surface itself. This periodicity reflects the geometric bulk




This holds for all dipole sites outside the surface slab. V is
the bulk unit cell index. The first bulk unit cell occurs for
V50 and has its origin at dS5dS
f 1NS
Bs3 . All NB dipoles of
a bulk unit cell have sites rv
B within that cell. The index v
runs from 1 to NB . The semi-infinite lattice is entirely com-
posed of planes obeying the same parallel translational sym-
metry, as described before. The vector s3 builds the bulk
lattice together with s1 and s2 . Some comment needs to be
given to the composition of the surface cell ~indicated with
slightly darker shading in Fig. 4!. In total there are NS di-
poles in this cell. The surface layer itself is split into two
~Fig. 4!: a free surface layer ~cell! and a bulklike surface
layer ~cell!. In the free surface layer the dipole sites have to
obey only parallel translational symmetry. The bulklike sur-
face cell consists of NS
B bulk unit cells and all dipole posi-
tions obey Eq. ~49!. The bulklike surface layer accounts for
the matching of bulk and surface. Numerically ~the software
package where the contents of this paper have been imple-
mented!, all dipoles being in the surface layer ~free and bulk-
like! are treated the same way.
For the double cell technique, we need to consider two
kinds of dipoles: bulk dipoles and surface dipoles. For each it
will be shown that the double cell technique can handle also
nonlocal problems, provided that the range of nonlocality is
finite. This range will be governed by Y, the number of bulk
unit cells above or below the bulk cell of interest, affected by
the ~quantum mechanical! nonlocality. The geometric details
relevant for the double cell technique are shown in Fig. 4. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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We start with the vVth bulk dipole, for which the induc-







aJvVxXB ,Pl ~k!EAv,xX . ~50!
FIG. 3. Flow diagram nonlocal double cell method. Numbers refer to equa-
tions in text.
FIG. 4. The double cell geometry: details.Downloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject toThe polarizabilities aJvVxXB ,Pl (k) each obey Eq. ~45!. It is im-
plicitly understood, that V exceeds the value of the nonlocal
bulk range Y for the bulk ~see Fig. 4!, so the site considered
is not in the nonlocal extension layer ~see Fig. 5!. Since Eq.
~50! has to hold for any bulk site, this imposes no limitation.
Further we will use the convention, that for a double pair of
indices vVwW the capital indices will be omitted when they















To evaluate Eq. ~51! properly, the use of the remnant bulk
perpendicular periodicity is required. This is exploited by










The number of normal modes is given by M. The normal
mode strength is nm , the normal mode vector is umv ~a com-
posite vector covering all sites of the bulk unit cell! and the
normal mode wave vector is km . Note that the normal mode
strength nm in the above definition is dimensionless. Next the
expansion of the planar transfer tensor by means of Ewald’s
threefold integral transform is indispensable. The expression
is given in Ref. 8. This transform and the normal mode ex-
pansion decompose the expression for the average field Eq.
~51! into ‘‘channels,’’ belonging to the wave vectors k,
kq1q2, and km . The partial wave vectors kq1q2 have been







i is a surface reciprocal lattice vector belonging to
the 2D lattice spanned by sn1 ,n2, q1 and q2 are integers, and
g1 and g2 are planar reciprocal lattice basis vectors, given by
FIG. 5. The quantum mechanical nonlocality and the semi-infinite case. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp












where we have assumed that s1 is in the x-direction. For
reasons of brevity, we will replace the pair (q1 ,q2) by a
single index q. In Eq. ~53!, on purpose only, the positive
solution of the square root has been used to define kq . The
partial wave vectors kq govern the plane wave decomposi-
tion of the field emanating from a single crystalline plane of
dipoles.8 Technically there also exists a negative solution for
the kq , but we have incorporated this sign in the theory such
that the partial waves belonging to the kq , always leave the
plane by which they are emitted. For this purpose we have
made use of the reflected counterpart aO of a vector a defined
as
aO5~ax ,ay ,2az!. ~55!
This means also that when kq becomes imaginary ~this is
always the case in the optical regime apart from q500), the
field always decays in a direction away from the plane. After


















The meaning of the channel fields EExt
x (k), E.x (kq), and
EB
x (km) is that each of them is controlled by a different ex-



















































Using the shorthand notation given in Eq. ~56!, we can per-
form the substitution of the average fields in the induction
Eq. ~50!. It will turn out to be convenient to replace the index







































The index V can be dropped in the previous expression on
symmetry grounds. Now it is not difficult to obtain the equa-


















aJvxY ~km!EBx ~km!eiVkmT s3G .
~61!
This is an important result as it shows the influence of non-
locality on the double cell description. The difference with
respect to the original local description is mainly a modifi-
cation of the polarizability. In the local description we were
dealing with one, k-independent bulk polarizability matrix.
Now for the nonlocal case we are left with many
k-dependent bulk polarizability matrices. The overwhelming
majority of these matrices will disappear in the final descrip-
tion and only a few, decided by the number of required nor-
mal modes ~usually two!, will remain. The next step in the
derivation is similar to the previous local derivation: filtering
out the independent channels. In total we obtain NB indepen-
dent vector equations from Eq. ~61! by varying the index v .
All coefficients belonging to corresponding channels have to
satisfy these equations separately.
As yet the key normal mode parameters ~normal mode
vector umv and wave vector km) are not known. We can find




aJvxY ~km!EBx ~km!. ~62!
Now we use Eq. ~57! to obtain an explicit expression for the
channel fields. The common factor nm can be divided out and
we obtain AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp




















dOIqG Gumw , ~63!
where we introduce the auxiliary NB3NB composite matrix
A as
@A~k!#vx5aJvxY ~k!. ~64!
Now we can also define a second NB3NB composite ~dy-
adic! matrix F as
Fxw~k!5 fIxw1(
q















After introduction of these two matrices, it is just a minor
step to see that Eq. ~63! can also be written as the matrix
equation:
M~km!uuu5@12A~km!F~km!#uuu5u0u, ~66!
where the matrix M(km) is called the bulk secular matrix.
The roots km of secular determinant iM(km)i and, for each
km , the corresponding normal mode vectors umw will deter-
mine all normal mode parameters with the exception of the
normal mode strength nm . This procedure turns out to be
exactly the same as for the local case, apart from the occur-
rence of a more complicated polarizability matrix.
The normal mode vectors km , as they are found from
Eq. ~66!, have a clear physical meaning. They govern the
bulk material response of the lattice upon the external field
@Eq. ~7!# and come very close in value to the Fresnel wave
vectors from classical optics. They can be used to approxi-
mate the ~dynamical! continuum dielectric constant e(km ,v)






To extend this relationship beyond the case of a simple uni-
form isotropic, bulk ends up in a discussion about the rela-
tionship between continuum and discrete descriptions ~as
given here!. This discussion is beyond the scope of this pa-
per. Part of the problem can already be seen from the fact
that the normal mode vectors umw are not accounted for by
Eq. ~67!. We hope to deal with this important issue in a
future publication.
We only needed information about the km-channel to
construct the bulk secular matrix/determinant and to get the
normal mode parameters km and umw . We need an additional
set of equations to get the normal mode strengths nm . Such
a set is produced by the k00-channel of Eq. ~56!, which as
mentioned already in Ref. 8, happens to coincide with the
k-channel. From this forward propagating channel we obtainDownloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to(
x51
NB
aJvxY ~k!@EExtx ~k!1E.x ~k!#50. ~68!
This equation can be recognized again as a matrix equation,
being
A~k!uEExt~k!1E.~k!u5u0u. ~69!
If the matrix A(k) is not singular ~which is reasonable since,
in general, this matrix is diagonally dominant!, we can con-
clude immediately that
uEExt~k!1E.~k!u5u0u. ~70!
This result, which follows so easily if the equations are for-
mulated using the channel fields, is simply the Ewald–Oseen
extinction theorem. Focusing on the xth element of this com-
posite vector equation, we perform as a next step the substi-
tutions as required by Eq. ~57!. As in Ref. 8, however, a
common phase factor exp(ikrxB) can be divided out. As a
result we obtain only a single vector equation, since after















Apart from some minor differences this result is the
same as obtained before in Ref. 8. So nonlocality essentially
changes nothing in the bulk part of the double cell interac-
tion equations. All further processing goes along the same
lines as given before and we only repeat the result. The cu-
mulative normal mode dipole strength Pm












We need to project onto two orthogonal directions, generi-
cally denoted as tˆ, where tˆ has to be perpendicular to k, since
Eq. ~71! is dependent in the direction parallel to k. These
directions correspond with the s- and p-directions in classical














That this result happens to be identical for local and nonlocal
cases is obvious since nonlocality affects primarily the po-
larizability matrix, which drops out from the equations al-
ready at a very early stage ~see Fig. 6!.
B. Surface dipoles
Nonlocality affects surface dipoles in a more outspoken
way than bulk dipoles. Indeed the complexity of the calcu-
lation increases here considerably. Observe in more detail
Figs. 5 and 6. As compared to the local cases, the difference AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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called the nonlocal extension layer. These cells have now a
direct influence on the dipoles of the surface layer. We con-
sider an arbitrary dipole pi located in the surface layer and










aJ ixX~k!EAv,xX . ~74!
To appreciate things, it is best to write Eq. ~74! immediately
in matrix form in the manner used before:
uPu5A~k!uEAvu. ~75!
Special attention needs to be paid to the dimensions. The
dipole vector contains NS vectors, the matrix NS3(NS
1Y*NB) subtensors and the average field vector NS
1Y*NB vectors ~see Fig. 6!. In this description all we have
to do is focus upon the average field vector and preferably
bring it into a compatible matrix notation. This average field
vector contains two parts: the average fields belonging to the
surface layer and the average fields belonging to the nonlocal
extension layer. The surface average fields are in principle















‘ F eikOqT~rl2rwB 2dS!12ei~km2kOq!Ts3GdOIqumw .
FIG. 6. Comparison for the surface part of the interaction equations for
nonlocal ~a! and local cases ~b!.Downloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject toNext we need the average field for a dipole located in the
nonlocal extension layer. Those are bulk sites entirely lo-
cated within the normal mode region and in principle we can
use Eqs. ~56! and ~57! directly. A different notation however


















‘ F F eikqT~rxB2rwB !~eiX~kq2km!Ts321 !12ei~km2kq!Ts3 GdIq
1F eikOqT~rxB2rwB !
ei~kOq2km!
Ts321GdIqG Gumw . ~77!
Both Eqs. ~76! and ~77! can be combined and written as a
single matrix expression:
uEAvu5uEExtu1FuPu1Hn, ~78!
where H is a composite matrix and matrix F is as defined in
Eq. ~46!. Vector n has the M complex numbers nm as its
components. The size of composite vectors uEAvu and uEExtu
is NS1Y*NB vectors. Composite vector uPu contains NS
vectors. The dimensions of the matrices are in agreement
with those of the vectors. Schematically the situation is
shown in Fig. 7. Now it suffices to combine the vector/
matrix Eqs. ~75! and ~78! to arrive at an expression for the
induction of a surface dipole,
uPu5A~k!@ uEExtu1FuPu1Hn# , ~79!
which needs only minor reorganization to produce the form
used by us in the nonlocal double cell interaction equations:
@12A~k!F#uPu2A~k!Hn5A~k!uEExtu. ~80!
This result comes very close in form to the expression used
for the double cell interaction matrix derived in Ref. 8 for the
purely local case. We point out the differences. No explicit
inverse of the polarizability matrix occurs and the inhomo-
geneous vector contains AEExt instead of EExt . The compos-
ite matrix 12AF is a square matrix of NS3NS subtensors
and fills out the SS-part of the nonlocal double cell interac-
tion matrix, as before. It is by far the largest part of this
matrix. It suffices to combine Eqs. ~73! and ~80! to give the
full interaction matrix M of the nonlocal double cell method:
FIG. 7. Schematic view of the surface local field. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The dimension of the matrices used here, are exactly as in
Ref. 8. The explicit expressions for the components of the
matrix are given by
MSS512A~k!F, ~82!
MSB52A~k!H, ~83!
MBS ,n j5g~k!tˆnT , ~84!
MBB ,nm5g~k!tˆnTPmB ~k!, ~85!





For a precise meaning of the further symbols in the nonlocal
double cell equations @Eq. ~81!#, one should revert to the
derivation of the basic Eqs. ~73! and ~80!. It is surprising
that, although quantum induction heavily perturbs the deri-
vation, the final result is quite manageable and only slightly
more complicated than the local case.
C. Extra normal modes
In our previous publications7,8 we have used the double
cell method for the local case ~the thick slab method20 can be
seen as an extension of this method!. In these previous pub-
lications it has always been sufficient to take into account
just two normal modes for the bulk region. These two normal
modes happened to occur systematically in the close vicinity
of the Fresnel solutions ~the refracted rays of classical op-
tics!. Unexpectedly, while doing calculations on GaAs,10 it
turned out that sometimes more modes were required. These
modes will be called extra normal modes and require a
somewhat different strategy and treatment to be incorpo-
rated. Details will be given here.
To incorporate more normal modes requires extension of
the double cell matrix by an additional number of normal
modes, all derived from Eq. ~66!. Apart from the q500
channel we have used before @Eq. ~69!#, we have to consider
also a number of qÞ00 channels. Using the full bulk Eq.
~61!, we arrive for each q channel at the equation:
A~kq!uE.~kq!u5u0u. ~87!
Since we assume again that all matrices A(kq) will be in
general nonsingular, we have again
uE.~kq!u5u0u. ~88!
By taking the expression for E.













A common phase factor exp(ikqrxB) can be eliminated from












Due to the projection character of the transverse projectors
dIq ,8 we have to use projection again to filter out the inde-
pendent parts. The efficient way to do this is by selecting a
projection vector tˆq obeying
tˆq
Tkq50. ~91!
Suppose we have now an arbitrary vector y, we apply dq and
































This result will add exactly one row to the double cell ma-
trix. Addition of more columns in the surface part follows
exactly the procedure as described before for Eq. ~77!. In
practice we needed not one but two extra normal modes.
This we achieved by selecting two different q’s, the 10 and
02 channel to be precise ~see the remark at the end of this
section!. For these channels we required the z-component of
the corresponding tˆq to be zero:
tq ,z50. ~94!
Then condition ~91! and normalization lead to





which is enough to determine uniquely the tˆq’s. We have to
be keen in selecting our additional rows, since there can be
more pairs q belonging to the same kq . A simple example
are the ~1,0! and ~0,1! combination for a square lattice. Such
pairs can result easily into two dependent rows and will
cause the double cell interaction matrix to become singular.
D. Remote propagator
The ~planar! remote propagator fIR(R) links the micro-
scopic response as given by the sources pi and nm to the
electric fields ERem at a remote point R. This propagator is
exactly the same as for the local case and it suffices to repeat
the results. The remote propagator itself is given for the case





@k212kOkO T# , ~96! AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp









where the cumulative normal mode dipole strength Pm
B (k)
has been defined already in Eq. ~72! ~with M50 this expres-
sion can be used for slabs!. The remote fields can be used to
generate all kinds of expressions used to describe the experi-
mental observations. Only as an example, we give the ex-
pression for the reflection coefficient rt , where t represents




F tˆOTP~kO !E0 G . ~97!
The commonly used polarization directions s or p are just
special cases of t.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
To describe a condensed matter system by means of dis-
crete dipoles in the one-atom one-dipole assignment, re-
quires the introduction of cells containing single atoms.
When the electronic wave function cannot be confined to
separate cells only ~e.g., for semiconductors!, cells will also
influence each other directly quantum mechanically. This
quantum induction requires the introduction of ~quantum me-
chanical! nonlocal polarizabilities. A corresponding descrip-
tion of the system in terms of discrete dipoles and average
electric fields is called discrete cellular method. The classical
discrete dipole method in contrast uses local cellular polar-
izabilities and local ~electric! fields. The solution of the elec-
tromagnetic part of the discrete cellular method has been
given in this paper for finite, infinite, and semi-infinite sys-
tems. The final description for the crystalline semi-infinite
case comes close to the double cell description derived by us
before for the classical discrete dipole model. The nonlocal
polarizabilities themselves cannot be obtained in a simple
manner. They require a full quantum mechanical derivation
and calculation. The complexity of that derivation is such
that it will be published separately. An account of it can be
found already in Ref. 11. What the precise influence of a
discrete cellular description for a realistic system is, has been
treated by us for the case of reflectance anisotropy of the
GaAs ~110! surface. The result is in much better agreementDownloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject towith experiment than has been possible by any other meth-
ods hitherto10 for this system. A special point to be noted is
that this result is obtained using the one-atom one-dipole
assignment mentioned before. The current paper has shown
that the inclusion of nonlocal polarizabilities is technically
feasible and is only slightly more demanding than the
equivalent discrete dipole calculation, as far as the electro-
magnetic part of the problem is concerned. The crucial dif-
ference between the classical discrete dipole method and cur-
rent discrete cellular method is in the nonlocality. Discrete
dipole methods account for only one kind of nonlocality:
electric. Discrete cellular methods employ two kinds of non-
locality: electric and quantum mechanical.
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